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ABSTRACT

THE RELATIONSHIP OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENT SIZE
WITH
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
by
Randy Steinkamp , M.S .. Education
Eastern Illinois University. 1989
Dr. Marylin Lisowski, Advisor

This investigation was designed to examine the
relationship between school enrollment size and academic
achievement .

Fourteen schools in the East-Central region

of Illinois formed the focus of this study.
were

~rouped

The schools

according to the number of enrolled students :

small-size (less than
size (over 800) .

300) ~

mid-size (300-799); and large-

Data for the study were obtained from the

1987 School Report Cards .

Report Cards are documents that

were completed by schools in the state of Illinois to
review the status of their educational programs .
Data from the Report Cards included measures of
academic achievement and also descriptive data on the
schools involved in the study.

Academic achievement was

defined as a composite of a student's progress in school as
determined by graduation rates. achievement test scores.
and core-curriculum enrollment rates.

Low-income enrollment

rates. pupil-teacher ratios. attendance rates. and per-

pupil expenditures were used to provide a descriptive
profile of the schools involved in the study.

Additional

information regarding course offerings was obtained from
school reports supplied by school administrators.
Statistical analysis procedures were performed on these
data and included frequency distributions and correlational
analyses.
Overall. it was found that school characteristics
differed in small-size. mid-size and large-size schools.
It was also determined that the characteristics associated
with small - size schools were significantly related to
academic achievement (p < .05).

The results of the study

indicated that small-size schools facilitated for high
levels of academic achievement .
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1.

IMPORTANCE OF STUDY

The nature of schools has been questioned and debated.
Are schools built for state legislators or for the students?
This question needs to be answered in response to the issue
of school district consolidation.
School district consolidation has become an accepted
and expected practice in American education.

The move

towards school district consolidation stems primarily from
the belief that large-size schools can offer more
educational programs to their students and do so with more
financial efficiency than small-size schools .

Given this

situation, students attending large-size schools have a
distinct educational advantage, and should demonstrate
higher academic achievement than students enrolled in smallsize high schools.
Research that has been done in the area of academic
achievement has yielded unclear results.

Many studies

indicated that large-size schools were in fact providing a
more well-rounded education, and that students attending
these schools were achieving at higher academic rates .

Many

of these studies did not include student background
information, which is an extremely important predictor of
intellectual growth.

Also, these studies were remiss in

assessing the possible social and emotional benefits
associated with the small-size schools.

More recent

research refutes the contention that small schools cannot
academically compete with large schools.

Data reflect that
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2.
small school size has a positive influence on student
achievement and that small schools are competing favorably
with , or academically outperforming their large school
counterparts.

Additional research is required to further

examine the relationship between school enrollment size and
academic achievement and to examine if small-size schools
are able to meet the educational needs of their students .

3.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It was the intent of this study to obtain information
on the relationship between school enrollment size and the
academic achievement of students. The following questions
formed the framework of the study.

1.

What is the relationship between attendance rates and
school enrollment size and are high attendance rates
related to achievement test scores?

2.

What is the relationship between pupil-teacher ratios
and school enrollment size and are low pupil-teacher
ratios related to achievement test scores?

3.

Is the relationship between school enrollment size
and achievement test scores?

4.

Do small-size schools operate at a more economically
efficient level than mid-size or large-size schools?

5.

Do small-size schools facilitate for the attainment of
high academic achievement?

HYPOTHESIS

Appropriate statistics were compiled for the acceptance or
rejection of the following hypotheses.

1.

High attendance rates are associated with small- size
schools and are related to higher scores on
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achievement tests.
2.

Lower pupil-teacher ratios are associated with smallsize schools and are related to higher scores on
achievement tests.

3.

Students from small-size schools will outperform
students from mid-size and large-size schools on
achievement tests .

4.

Small-size schools operate at a more economically
efficient level than mid-size and large-size schools.

5.

Small-size schools will facilitate for the attainment
of high academic achievement.

5.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Academic Achievement:

A component of student's progress in school as
determined by graduation rates, achievement test
scores, and core-curriculum enrollment rates.
Average Expenditures:

The average amount of money that schools spend on each
individual student annually.
Core-Curriculum Enrollment:

Percentage of students who are receiving instruction
in the areas of math, science, English, and social
studies.
Course Offerings:

The type of educational courses that are provided in
the subject areas of math, science, English, and
social studies.
Graduate Completion Rate:

The percentage of students who completed their high
school program.
High School:

School that enrolls students from the 9th through 12th
grade.
Large-Size Schools:

High schools with an enrollment of over 900 students.
Low-Income Enrollment Rates:

The percentage of students attending school who are
from economically disadvantaged homes.
Mid-Size Schools:

High schools with an enrollment between 300 and 799
students.
Pupil-Teacher Ratios:

The amount of students that would be in a given

6.
classroom if the students would be distributed evenly
throughout the school.
School Climate:
The type of learning environment of an individual
school that can be either beneficial or harmful to a
student's academic progress.
School Enrollment Size:
The number of students enrolled in a given high school.
School Report Carda:
Documents that are used to review the status of a
school's academic programs.
Small-Size Schools:
High schools with an enrollment of under 300 students.

7.
ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions underlie this study:

1.

That achievement test scores, core-curriculum
enrollment rates, and graduation rates were valid and
reliable indicators of academic achievement.

2.

That the enrollment rates selected were representative
of small-sized, mid-sized, and large-sized high
schools .

3.

That the data that have been collected were accurate,
and reflected the status of the program .

4.

That student attendance rates were indicators of student
satisfaction .

5.

That data collected on pupil- teacher ratios were
indicative of actual teacher/student interraction and
not reflective of itinerary personnel.

DELIMITATIONS

The delimitations of this study were as follow :

1.

The participating schools were high schools in the EastCentral region of Illinois .

2.

The assessment of achievement were based on three
variables which include: graduation rates, achievement
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test scores. and core-curriculum enrollment rates.
3.

Achievement tests were administered only on tenth
grade students in the participating schools.

4.

Data were obtained from State of Illinois Report Cards
and from reports supplied by school administrators .

LIMITATIONS

The limitations of this study include:

1.

The use of a specific region which prevents
generalizations of the results to other regions.

2.

The use of specific grade levels which prevents
generalizations of the results to other grade levels.

3.

The use of only three indicators of academic
achievement prevent generalizations of the results to
other factors that may also be indicative of academic
achievement.

OVERVIEW

The thesis includes five chapters.

Chapter One provides: a rationale for the study;
problem statements; hypotheses; definitions; assumptions;
delimitations; and limitations.
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Chapter Two contains a review of the literature and is
reported in three sections. These focus on achievement test
scores, curricular and extracurricular programming, and
collegiate academic success .
Chapter Three consists of the research design and
procedures. They address the areas of: design; population;
instrumentation; data collection procedures; and
statistical analysis.
Chapter Four reviews the study#s results. Three
sections are reported and include: descriptive statistics;
correlations; and hypotheses testing.
Chapter Five contains a summary, conclusions, and
recommendations.
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CHAPrBR II

REVIEW OF THH LITKRATURK

This literature review will examine the relationship
between school enrollment size and academic achievement.
Literature will be presented related to three dimensions of
academic achievement : achievement test scores; curricular
and extracurricular programming; and collegiate academic
success .

Specific areas within this broad framework that

were pertinent to the nature and intent of this study were
closely examined .

These included: studies that controlled

for factors related to academic achievement; studies which
investigated student involvement in and satisfaction with
school programming; and studies that focused on the grade
point averages of college students .

ACHIEVKMKNT TEST SCORES
Achievement test scores are important in any discussion
involving academic achievement because of their frequent use
by educational experts.

These tests have been noted and

serve as predictors of academic achievement.

However, it is

important that the results of achievement tests be analyzed
with close scrutiny.

Early studies involving the

relationship between school enrollment size and academic
achievement did not take into account other factors
(socioeconomic status, I.Q.) that have been supported as
being reasonable predictors of academic achievement.

11.
This review includes samples of studies which focused
on achievement test scores, while controlling for other
factors which may also be associated with academic
achievement. Summaries of the studies are presented in
chronological order.

Kiesling (1970) examined the effects of high school
size on student achievement tests, holding a measure of
I.Q., school inputs, and socioeconomic status of students
constant. The schools in his study ranged from 200 to 4,000
students. The results of the study indicated that there were
no significant differences in the achievement test scores
when other factors that could influence the scores were
controlled.
By linking environmental conditions and school
structures to the reading and mathematics achievement test
scores of students from Colorado high schools, Bidwell and
Kasarda (1975) examined determinants of organizational
effectiveness.

The environmental conditions were school

size, fiscal resources, and atudent#a socio-economic levels.
The measures of school structure were pupil-teacher ratios,
administrative intensity, and the ratio of professional
staff to teachers .

The results of the study indicated that

school size had very little effect on the achievement teat
scores, but that lower pupil-teacher
ratios, which are usually found in small-size high schools,
were associated with higher scores on the achievement tests.
Kimble (1976) designed a study to analyze whether or
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not school size was related to student achievement .
Stanford Achievement Test scores from Montana high school
students (n=47,045) were analyzed to examine the
relationship between school enrollment size and
academic achievement.

Four groupings for school size were

established and included: small-size (less than 260); midsize (260-1040); and large-size (greater than 1041) .

The

results of the study indicated that there were no
significant differences in the mean test scores of smallsize, mid-size or large-size schools.
The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills was used by
Martellaro and Edington (1983) to examine the relationship
between school enrollment size and academic achievement .
The effect of school size in New Mexico schools (n=566) was
examined by relating students' scores on the achievement
test with the enrollment size of the student's high school.
The results of the study indicated that school enrollment
size is not related to academic achievement when corrections
have been made for measures of I.Q. and socioeconomic
status .
Ebert (1984) examined the impact of school size on the
educational process .

Ebert used data from school districts

nationwide (n=300) to identify factors that differed
significantly between small and large schools.

He found

that there were fewer differences among student and
community background characteristics than among factors over
which policy-makers have greater control .

These factors

included teacher and principal characteristics, school
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climate, and types of school personnel per student.

The

effect of these differences on achievement test scores is
not large comparing a small-size school to a mid-size
school, but was substantial going from a mid-size school to
a large-size school, more than a quarter of the average gain
in annual student achievement.
Sinha (1986) conducted a study in which he compared the
number of courses offered by a school to the
performance on the Scholastic Aptitude Test.

school~s

Counselors

from the high schools involved in the study (n=150) were
asked to indicate the number of courses that were offered by
the school in the areas of: advanced placement; English;
mathematics; science; social studies; foreign language; arts
and humanities; health ; and vocational .

The results of the

study indicated that the number of course offerings did not
bear a statistically significant relationship with scores on
the Scholastic Aptitude Test .
Walberg and Fowler (1988) conducted a comparison study
that examined the relationship between student achievement
and school enrollment size.

New Jersey schools (n=500)

participated in the study in which student achievement test
scores were compared to school enrollment figures.

Walberg

and Fowler found that, on the average, schools with smaller
enrollments scored higher on the achievement tests than
would be predicted by their socioeconomic level.

Large

schools, on the other hand, scored lower than would be
predicted by their socioeconomic level .

When socioeconomic

background and school spending were taken into account, the
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achievement teat scores of the students from the smaller
schools were higher than their large school counterparts.
It can be derived from these studies that students from
small-size high schools are competing favorably with
students from large-size high schools in regard to their
scores on achievement tests.

These studies suggest that

when variables, such as socioeconomic statue, are taken into
account, students from small-size high schools can be
expected to score equally with or above the students from
mid-size or large-size high schools.

Although scores on

achievement teats are not conclusive evidence for the
relationship between school enrollment size and academic
achievement, these studies nevertheless show that small-size
schools are meeting the educational needs of their students
as measured by standardized testing .

CURRICULAR AND EXTRACURRICULAR PROGRAMMING
One of the primary goals of education has always been
that schools continually try to meet all of the educational
needs of the individual child.

Because of this, the child

should be considered first and foremost in any discussion of
school organization.

Proponents of school district

consolidation believe that larger schools have a distinct
advantage in their potential to meet the educational needs
of the child.

This belief is fostered on the idea that

students will receive a more "well-rounded" education in
large school settings due to the increased number of course
offerings and extracurricular activities that are available
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to the student.

This section will review studies that have

examined the relationship between school enrollment size and
curricular and extracurricular activities.

Studies dealing

with the percentage of student participation, and student
satisfaction derived from participation will provide the
primary focus .
Barker and Gump (1964) examined Kansas high schools
(n=218) for purposes of investigating the relationship
between school size and academic programs.

They found that

although the largest school in the study had 65 times as
many students as the smallest school, it offered only twice
as many academic activities.

In respect to participation

and satisfaction derived from these activities, they
observed that students attending small-size schools
participated and held responsible and important positions
within a wider variety of activities than did students
attending large-size high schools.
A nationwide sample of students (n=21,371) were used in
a study by Baird (1969) to examine the relationship of high
school size and student participation.

Data from the

Nonacademic Achievement Scales checklist of the American
College Testing Program Composite were used to assess the
relationship between school enrollment size and
participation in the areas of leadership, music, drama,
speech, art, writing, and science .

The results of the study

indicated that students from small-size high schools
participated to a greater extent than did students from
large-size high schools in the specified areas .
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Michigan high schools (n=63) were used by Kleinert
(1969) in his study of the effects of school size on student
extra-curricular participation .

Seven classifications of

student activities were used in the study and included:
music; athletics; student government; drama; publications;
clubs; and service committees.

Names and numbers of

students who participated in each component of each school's
activity program were used as the basis for analysis .

The

results of the study indicated that in the large schools
studied, an average of only 32 students per hundred
participated in one or more activities; whereas 76 per
hundred did in the small schools, and 49 per hundred did in
the medium-sized schools.
In a study by Lindsay (1979), data were collected from
the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of
1972.

Data were analyzed to examine the effect of high

school size on student participation in extracurricular
activities, satisfaction, and attendance .

Schools were

grouped into three categories on the basis of the number of
students enrolled in the senior class: small (100 or less in
the senior class); medium (101-400 in the senior class); and
large (more than 400 in the senior class).

Student

participation rates were examined in athletics, drama,
music, debating, journalism , and student government. The
satisfaction derived from school was measured in two ways:
the extent to which the student thought the coursework was
beneficial to them and the extent to which the student felt
a part of the school .

The results of the study indicated
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that students from small-size high schools had higher daily
attendance rates, were more involved in extra-curricular
activities, and derived more satisfaction from these
activities than did students from large-size high schools.
The effect of school size on student participation was
also the basis of a study by Morgan and Alwin (1980).
Washington high school students (n=9109) were asked to
respond to questionnaires which identified the number of
activities in which they participated. These questionnaires
were analyzed in relation to school enrollment size; schools
with enrollments under 400 being considered small-size high
schools.

The results of the study indicated that increased

size had strong negative effects on rates of student
participation.
Schmidt (1981) looked at data from high schools (n=725)
nationwide to examine the relationship between quantity of
schooling and academic achievement.

The quantity of

schooling refers to the actual amount of school time devoted
to a particular curricular area.

Schmidt found that

quantity of schooling had a positive effect on academic
achievement. Schmidt went further to examine the
relationship between school size and quantity of schooling
in different curricular areas.

In this study, schools with

enrollments under 300 were considered small, schools with
enrollments between 300 and 600 were considered mediumsized, and schools with enrollments over 600 were considered
large.

The results of this study indicated that the number

of hours taught in the core-curriculum areas of science,
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social studies, and English decreased as the size of the
school increased.
Differences in the science curriculum of Illinois
schools (n=719) were studied by Hamilton (1984).

Data were

obtained from the document, " 1982 Illinois Secondary School
Offerings: Special Report on Science. "

The differences in

the number of courses offered, and in the percentages of
students enrolled in each course formed the basis of the
study.

School enrollment size was arranged at six levels :

1-199; 200-499; 500-999; 1000-1699; 1700-2599; and over
2600 .

To measure the differences in number of courses

offered, Hamilton examined the total number of courses
offered by all schools within that enrollment size.

The

results of the study indicated that schools with an
enrollment between 500 and 1000 had the highest number of
total course offerings.

In terms of the percentage of

students enrolled in science classes, the two schools with
the lowest enrollments had the highest percentage of
students enrolled in science classes, while the schools with
the most course offerings had the lowest percentage of
students enrolled in science classes.
Edington and Gardener (1984) introduced a study to
examine the relationship between school enrollment size and
student attitudes.

Participants were selected from various

sized high schools (n=132) and were given questionnaires
designed to obtain their attitudes toward their schools and
themselves. The results of the study showed that students
from small-size high schools had more positive attitudes
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toward their schools and themselves than students from
larger schools.
The results of these studies are indicative of the
complexities of student achievement.

Are variety and number

of courses a guarantee of educational fulfillment?

Are

large-size schools able to provide a more "well-rounded "
education simply because of their ability to offer a larger
number of curricular and extracurricular programs?
studies reviewed indicated that they are not.

The

These studies

revealed that a larger percentage of students from smallsize schools participated in school activities and that they
derived more enjoyment from these activities than did
students from large- size high schools.

COLLEGIATE ACADEMIC SUCCESS
Another way to analyze whether or not a high school is
achieving at its desired level is to examine the futures of
the students from the high school.

Thia section reports of

studies that focused on the relationship between school
enrollment size and later academic success at the collegiate
level.

If high schools are facilitaing for high academic

achievement, a large percentage of their students are
anticipated to continue their education, and are expected to
attain a high degree of academic success.
Charles ( 1949 ) examined a group of students ( n =300) who
attended the University of Nebraska over a four year period.
All of the students in the study were i n the top 25% o f
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their high school graduating classes in terms of overall
grade point average.

The overall achievement levels at

college were measured by the following: grade point
averages; total number of hours completed; and the number of
representations on honor lists .

The top 50 students from

the original group were then ranked in accordance with their
academic achievement at college .

It was found that 33 out

of the top 50 students were from high schools with lees than
50 in their graduating classes.
A comparison study conducted by Bertrand (1956)
examined high school enrollment size as it was related to
academic success at the collegiate level.

The academic

achievement levels of Texas A&M students (n=637) were
analyzed by several methods which included : high school
grades; American Council on Education Psychological
Examination test scores; achievement test scores; grade
point averages in English, science, and agricultural
classes ; and overall grade point average after a two year
period .

The results of the study indicated that students

from high schools with enrollments under 300 scored higher
in all areas, with the exception of average grade point
average in English classes.
In a study by Hoyt (1956), Kansas State University
freshmen (n=lOOO) were randomly sampled to examine the
relationship between high school enrollment size and later
academic success at the college level .

Hoyt used test

scores from the American Council on Education Psychological
Examination to predict the

participants~

potential for
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college work.

He found no significant differences in the

test scores of students from the various size high schools.
To examine academic achievement at college, Hoyt used the
overall grade point averages of the subjects after a two
year period.

The results of the study showed that students

from schools of less than 300 students had the highest
overall grade point average.
In a study by Raymond (1968), West Virginia University
freshmen (n=5000) were randomly sampled to examine the
relationship between high school enrollment size and later
academic success at the college level.

Raymond used overall

scores on the American Testing Program to predict the
participants' potential for college work.

He found no

significant differences in the test scores of students from
various sized high schools.

To examine academic achievement

at college, overall grade point averages of the participants
were analyzed after a one year period.

The data were

controlled for a variety of financial, organizational, and
social class variables.

The results of the study indicated

that school enrollment size was unrelated to freshman
academic performance.
Sher and Tompkins (1975) examined Vermont high schools
(n=lO) that had the highest percentage of their graduates
attend public universities.

They found that six of the

schools had enrollments under 300, three of the schools had
enrollments between 300 and 900, and only one school had
enrollment over 900.

They also found that small-size

schools had the lower operating costs per pupil than either
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the mid-size or large-size schools in the study.
In a study by Downey (1975), Kansas State University
freshman (n=400) were randomly sampled to examine the
relationship between high school enrollment size , and later
academic success at the college level.

To examine academic

achievement at college, Downey used the overall grade point
averages of the subjects after a two year period.

The

results of the study showed that students from mid-size high
schools had the lowest grade point averages, although there
were really no significant differences in the grade point
averages of the students from the various sized high
schools.
Although many of the studies reviewed in this section
are not recent, they do provide evidence for those who
believe students from small-size schools are not
educationally disadvantaged when they are taken out of their
familiar surroundings.

These studies reveal that a higher

percentage of students from small-size schools continue
their education, and that they outperform students from
large-size schools at the collegiate level.
The preceeding literature substantiates the need for
further research. It can be derived from the findings that
complete agreement regarding school enrollment size and its
effects on academic achievement does not exist.

The

research indicates that many other factors, such as
socioeconomic status are much better predictors of academic
achievement than school enrollment size.

It has been shown

that when these factors are controlled for, small-size
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schools surpass large school counterparts .

In order to

understand the relationship between school enrollment size
and academic achievement, additional research needs to be
done beyond the capabilities of the present data.
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CHAPTER I I I

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCKDURES
This chapter will examine design, population, and
instrumentation as it applies to this study .

DESIGN
A descriptive, correlational study was conducted to
examine the relationship between school enrollment size and
academic achievement.

Data were obtained from the 1987

School Report Cards on 14 schools in the East-Central region
of Illinois.

Data from the report cards included measures of

academic achievement and information on the schools involved
in the study.

Academic achievement was defined as a

composite of a student s progress in school as determined by
1

graduation rates, achievement test scores, and corecurriculum enrollment rates.

Low-income enrollment rates,

pupil-teacher ratios, attendance rates and per-pupil
expenditures were used to provide a descriptive profile of
the schools involved in the study.

Additional information

regarding course offerings was obtained from school reports
supplied by school administrator s.

These data also were

analyzed to aeeeaa the relationship between school enrollment
size and academic achievement.

POPULATION
Populations under investigation in this study consisted
of high schools (n=14) in the East-Central region of
Illinois.

The high schools involved in the study had

enrollment sizes ranging from 85 to 1,230 students .

Three
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enrollment groupings for school size were established on the
basis of the number of students enrolled in that school:
small-size (less than 300); mid-size (300-799); and largesize (over 800).

Data obtained on the individual schools

were analyzed to assess the relationship between school
enrollment size and academic achievement.

INSTRUMENTATION
Data on schools and the academic achievement of their
students were obtained from the 1987 School Report Cards.
Report Cards are documents that are completed annually by
schools in the state of Illinois to review the
status of their educational programs.

Information derived

from the 1987 Report Card included measures of academic
achievement and information about the schools involved in the
study.

Academic achievement was defined as a composite of a

student~s

progress in school as determined by graduation

rates, achievement test scores, and core-curriculum
enrollment rates.

Background information about the schools

in the study included: course offerings; per-pupil
expenditures; low-income enrollment rates; pupil-teacher
ratios; and attendance rates. Frequency analysis was
performed to examine differences between school enrollment
size and school characteristics.

Correlations were made to

ascertain the relationship of these characteristics and of
school size with academic achievement.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

26.
Data collection procedures are discussed in the two
general categories of academic achievement and school
characteristics.
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
The academic achievement of fourteen schools in the EastCentral region of Illinois was analyzed by using data
obtained from School Report Cards .

Three measures of

academic achievement were used and included: graduation
rates; achievement test scores; and core-curriculum
enrollment rates.

English, math, science, and social studies

were used as the subject areas of the core-curriculum.
Achievement test scores were taken from national standardized
tests.

The measures of academic achievement; graduation

rates, achievement test scores, and core-curriculum
enrollment rates were examined io ascertain if relationhips
existed with them and enrollment size.
SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS
Information obtained from School Report Cards was used to
examine whether or not school characteristics differed in
small-size, mid-size, and large-size schools.

Six aspects of

schools were examined in the study and included: school
enrollment size; per-pupil expenditures; low-income
enrollment rates; pupil-teacher ratios; attendance rates; and
course offerings.

Correlations were made to ascertain the

relationship of these characteristics and of school size with
academic achievement.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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Statistical analysis procedures were conducted at the
computing facilities of Eastern Illinois University.

Data

obtained from the 1987 School Report Cards involving school
characteristics and academic achievement were subjected to
selected programs contained within the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSSX).

These included freguency

distributions and correlational analyses.
Freguencies were obtained for school characteristics and
then were entered for correlational analysis with measures of
academic achievement.

Achievement levels of the various-

sized high schools were compared by obtaining freguencies for
school enrollment size and academic achievement.

Correlations

were made to examine if a relationship existed between lowincome enrollment rates with overall achievement levels.
Results of the statistical analysis are presented in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS

There are three sections in this chapter.

The first

section presents frequencies of school characteristics for
the purpose of comparing aspects of small-size, mid-size,
and large-size schools.

The second section shows the

results of correlational analyses.

The third section

includes a review related to the tests of the stated
hypothesis.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Data from school report cards were used to obtain
information on selected characteristics of schools in the
East-Central region of Illinois.

Means and/or percentages

related to background characteristics are provided in Tables
1 through 8.

Background Cbaracteriatica

Information obtained on school enrollment size, average
expenditures, low-income enrollment rates, pupil-teacher
ratios, attendance rates, and course offerings examined
differences between school enrollment size and school
characteristics.

These differences are critical in the

examination of school enrollment size and its potential
relationship with academic achievement.

Characteristics of

the schools involved in the study can be found in Tables 1
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through 8.
Table 1 presents the enrollment sizes of the schools
involved in the study.

Three enrollment groupings for

school size were established on the basis of the number of
students enrolled in that school: small-size (less than
300); mid-size (300-799); and large-size (over 800).

This

shows that the majority of schools in the East-Central
region of Illinois are small-size schools.

Table 1
KNRQI.I.MRNT
n

x

Small-Size

8

142

Mid-Size

3

Large-Size

3

n=
X=
MD=
M=
R=
SD=

MD

M

R

SD

121

85

203

66

372

350

338

90

49

969

939

937

396

226

Number of Schools
Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Standard Deviation
Table 2 indicates that mid- size schools had lower

average expenditures than did small-size and large-size
high schools.

This illustrates that increasing enrollment

is no guarantee of lower average expenditures per student.
Also, a large range of average expenditures was shown in
small-size schoo ls indicating that the individual schools
themselves need to be examined when investigating school's
economic efficiency .
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Table 2

AVERAGE EXPENDITURB/
n

x

MD

STIJDENT

M

R

SD

Small-Size

8

$3,188

$3,145

$2,771

$1,516

488

Mid-Size

3

$2 , 763

$2,653

$2,560

$317

176

Large-Size

3

$2,937

$2,930

$2,718

$445

223

n=
X=
MD=
M=
R=
SD=

Number of Schools
Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Standard Deviation
Table 3 describes the percentages of students who

are from low-income families.

These findings indicate

that a higher percentage of students from low-income
families attended small-size schools.

Research suggests

that a strong positive relationship exists between high
socio-economic status and academic achievement, however
this is not the case in mid-Illinois schools.
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Table 3

WW- INCOMK
n

ENRQI.I.MRNT BATES

x

MD

M

R

SD

Small-Size

8

16 . 3%

14 . 5%

7 . 7%

19 . 9%

78

Mid-Size

3

13 . 1%

12.9%

9.7%

6.9%

35

Large-Size

3

8.3%

8.9%

6.8%

2.5%

13

n=
X=
MD=
M=
R=
SD=

Number of Schools
Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Standard Deviation

Table 4 reports that small-size schools had higher
attendance rates than either mid-size or large-size
schools.

Higher attendance rates can be associated with

greater student satisfaction and greater educational
opportunity.
Table 4
AT'I'KNDANCK RATES

n

x

Small-Size

8

94.9%

Mid-Size

3

Large-Size

3

n=
X=
MD=
M=
R=
SD=

M

R

SD

95.0%

93.3%

29%

11

93.6%

93.5%

92.4%

24%

12

94.1%

93.9%

93.7%

11%

49

Number of Schools
Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Standard Deviation

MD
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Table 5 indicates that small-size schools had lower
pupil-teacher ratios than mid-size or large-size schools.
Research suggests that lower pupil-teacher ratios may be
associated with greater student satisfaction and higher
academic achievement.

Table 5

PUPIL- TEACHKR. RATIOS

x

n

MD

M

R

SD

Small-Size

8

11 : 1

10:1

8:1

7:1

21

Mid-Size

3

16:1

15:1

15 : 1

4:1

21

Large-Size

3

18:1

18 : 1

17 : 1

1:1

1

n=
X=
MD=
M=
R=
SD=

Number of Schools
Mean
Median
Mode
Range
Standard Deviation
Table 6 shows the mean number of course offerings

in the core-curriculum subject areas in small- size, midsize, and large-size schools .

These findings show that

large-size schools offer a larger number of courses in all
of the core-curriculum subject areas, especially in the
subject areas of English and social studies.

These findings

provide evidence for those who contend that small-size
schools are hindered by their lack of course variety.
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Table 6
COURSE OFFERINGS
Small-Size

Mid-Size

Lar ge-Size

English

6

10

18

Math

6

9

11

Science

5

8

9

Social Studies

6

6

14

Table 7 shows the mean scores of school characteristics
in small-size, mid-size, and large-size schools . The mean
scores were chosen so that comparisons could be made between
small-size, mid-size, and large size schools.

Variables of

school characteristics included : attendance rates; pupilteacher ratios; per-pupil expenditures ; and low-income
enrollment rates.

Small-size schools had higher attendance

rates and lower pupil-teacher ratios than mid-size or largesize schools .

These factors are used as indicators of

student satisfaction.

Small-size schools also had a higher

percentage of students from low-income families, which has
also been shown to have adverse effects on academic
achievement .

Finally, mid-size schools had the lowest per-

pupil expenditures; thereby disputing the contention that
large-size schools provide for greater economic efficiency.
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Table 7

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT SIZE AND SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS
AR

PT

AE

Small-Size

94.9%

11. 3 : 1

$3,188

16.3%

Mid-Size

93 . 5%

16.1:1

$2,763

13.0%

Large-Size

94 . 1%

17.8:1

$2,937

8.3%

AR=
PT=
AE=
LI=

LI

Attendance Rates
Pupil-Teacher Ratios
Average Expenditures/Student
Low-Income Enrollment Rates
Table 8 provides data for school enrollment size and

academic achievement.

Three variables of academic

achievement were chosen for comparison.

These included :

graduation rates; core-curriculum enrollment rates; and
achievement test scores.

Social studies, English, math, and

science were used as the subject areas of core-curriculum .
Scores from achievement tests were based on the results of
national standardized tests and included mean scores of the
lower quarter percentile .

These scores were used on the

assumption that schools with the smallest percentage of
students in the lowest percentile were actually performing
at higher academic levels.

The results show that large-size

schools had the largest percentage of students in the lowest
quarter percentile for all academic areas and had the lowest
average graduation rates as well.
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Table 8
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT SIZK AND ACADEMIC ACHIKVKHKNT
(Percentages)
GR

ME

ML

SE

SL

EE

RL

VL

HE

HL

Small-Size

92

68

22

57

11

91

18

17

70

12

Mid-Size

99

82

17

67

18

87

20

22

65

14

Large-Size

87

75

24

52

21

104*

24

**

75

25

GR=
ME=
ML=
SE=
SL=
EE=
RL=
VL=
HE=
HL=

Graduation Rate
Math Enrollment Rate
Math Achievement Test Lowest 25%
Science Enrollment Rate
Science Achievement Test Lowest 25%
English Enrollment Rate
Reading Ach ievement Test Lowest 25%
Vocabulary Achievement Test Lowest 25%
Social Studies Enrollment Rate
Social Studies Achievement Teat Lowest 25%

* Some students were enrolled
class.
** scores not available

in more than one English
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CORRELATIONAL FINDINGS
This section of the results is comprised of tables
and summaries for the correlational analyses.

Findings

relating to the relationships of: academic achievement
with school characteristics; achievement test scores with
core-curriculum enrollment rates; and achievement test
scores with low-income enrollment rates are provided in
Tables 9-11 .

ACADEMIC ACHIKVEMKNT WITH SCHOOL CHARACTERISTI CS
Data from the State of Illinois School Report Cards
were entered into analysis to examine whether or not
relationships existed between academic achievement and
school characteristics.

Academic achievement was defined as

a composite of a studentJs progress in school as determined
by graduation rates, core-curriculum enrollment rates, and
achievement test scores.

School characteristics included :

attendance rates; pupil-teacher ratios; low-income
enrollment rates; and per-pupil expenditures.

Research has

indicated that these variables have an impact on academic
achievement (Bidwell and Kasarda , 1975; Martellaro and
Edington, 1983; Walberg and Fowler, 1988) .

Table 9 examines

the relationship between academic achievement and school
characteristics in small-size schools.

Positive

correlations existed between attendance rates and the
percentage of students in the top quarter percentile on math
and science achievement tests .

This indicates that high

attendance rates are associated with achievement test scores
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of students from small-size schools in the subject areas of
math and science.
Table 9

ACADEMIC ACHI KVEMHNT WITH SCHOOL ENROLLMENT SI ZE
Small-Size Schools
Attendance
Rates

Pupil-Teacher
Ratios

Per-Pupil Low-Income
Costs
Enrollment

GR

.0803

-.3297

- . 6178

.4215

HE
HF
ML

.0849
.8397**
-.5537

-.2725
. 1958
- . 3548

-.0379
-.3217
.8185

.1416
-.6763
.0041

SE
SF
SL

.0653
.7463*
. 4494

-.5024
- . 1265
.2396

. 3172
- . 5595
-.5847

-.2659
-.4940
- . 3172

EE
RF
RL
VF
VL

.1860
-.6166
- . 1438
-.2360
-.4873

- . 0381
- . 0337
. 2347
-.0014
. 0096

.0033
.1988
.4753
.3396
.5374

-.1953
.6794
-.3768
-.1455
.0202

HE
HF
HL

. 2954
. 1361
.5137

.1579
-.1099
.3096

. 1121
-.4100
-.4489

-.4882
.0878
-.3899

*
**
***

p
p
p

GR=
HE=
MF=
ML=
SE=
SF=
SL=
EE=
RF=
RL=
VF=
VL=
HE=
HF=
HL=

< 0.05
< 0.01
< 0.001

Graduation Rate
Math Enrollment Rate
Math Achievement Test Top 25%
Hath Achievement Test Lowest 25%
Science Enrollment Rate
Science Acheivement Test Top 25%
Science Achievement Test Lowest 25%
English Enrollment Rate
Reading Achievement Test Top 25%
Reading Achievement Test Lowest 25%
Vocabulary Achievement Test Top 25%
Vocabulary Achievement Test Lowest 25%
Social Studies Enrollment Rate
Social Studies Achievement Test Top 25%
Social Studies Achievement Test Lowest 25%
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CORE-CURRICULAR ENROLLMENT RATES WITH ACHIEVEMENT SCORES
To understand relationships between variables of
academic achievement, correlational analysis was completed
on core-curriculum enrollment rates with achievement test
scores.

Core-curriculum enrollment rates were defined as

the number of students enrolled in the subject areas of
math, science, English, and social studies .

Achievement

test scores were taken from standardized tests and included
figures to show the average number of students in the top
and lowest quarter percentiles.

Proponents of consolidation

believe that large-size schools are able to offer a larger
variety of classes within each core-curricular area; thus
providing their students with a more well-rounded
education .

Small-size school proponents counter that the

quality of the instruction is more important than the
quantity of classes .

This test was completed to examine

whether or not a relationship existed between corecurriculum enrollment rates and achievement test scores in
small-size schools .
Table 10.

The results of this test are shown in

No relationship existed between core-curriculum

enrollment rates and achievement test scores in small-size
schools .

This suggests that the quality of instruction

could be more important than quantity, and that students
from small-size schools are not educationally disadvantaged
due to lower amounts of curricular programming.
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Table 10

ACHIEVEMENT SCORES WITH CORE- CURRICULUM ENROLLMENT RATES
Small-Size Schools
ME
Top 25%
4 th 25%

*

**
***
EE=
ME=
SE=
HE=

p
p
p

.161
. 104

SE
.289
- . 487

EE

HE

-.098
.249

.222
-.279

< 0.05
< 0.01
< 0.001

Eng l ish Enrollment Rates
Math Enrollment Rates
Science Enrollment Rates
Social Studies Enrollment Rates

ACHIKVKMRNT TEST SCORES WITH LOW- INCOME ENROLUmNT RATES
Data from the State of Illinois School Report Cards
were used in the correlation of achievement test scores
with low-income enrollment rates in small-size schools .
Re search has indicated that low-income enrollment rates are
predictors of academic achievement (Kiesling , 1970).
Achievement test scores were based on the results of
standardized achievement tests and included figures of the
mean scores in the top and lower quarter percentiles.

Table

11 examines the relationship between achievement test scores
and low-income enrollment rates in small-size sch ools .

No

relationship was found between achievement test scores and
low-income enrollment rates in s mall-size schools .

This

indicates that low-income enrollment rates did not effect
t he achievement test scores of students f r om s mall-size
schools .
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Table 11

ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES WITH LOW-INCOME ENROLLMENT RATES
Small-Size Schools
Achievement Teat Scores

Low- Income Enrollment Rates

Math Ach. Test Top 25%
Math Ach. Test 4th 25%

-.673
.004

Science Ach. Teat Top 25%
Science Ach. Test 4th 25%

-.494
- . 317

English Achievement
Reading Ach. Test Top 25%
Reading Ach. Test 4th 25%
Vocabulary Ach . Test Top 25%
Vocabulary Ach. Test 4th 25%

.679
-.369
-.145
.020

Soc. Studies Ach . Test Top 25%
Soc. Studies Ach. Teet 4th 25%

.088
-.389

*
**
***

p < 0.05
p < 0.01
p < 0.001
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HYPOTHESIS

Data resulting from the analyses of the study were
employed in the acceptance or rejection of the hypotheses.
Statements follow for each of the hypothesis.

HYPOTHESIS ONK:
Hypothesis One:

High attendance rates are associated

with small-size schools and are related to scores on
achievement tests.

Data from the State of Illinois School Report Cards
were used to obtain information on school characteristics.
The report cards contained information regarding school
enrollment size and attendance rates.

The small-size

schools involved in the study had higher attendance rates
than did the mid-size or large-size schools.

Correlational

analysis revealed that attendance rates were related to
achievement test scores.

Based on these results, hypothesis

one was accepted.

HYPOTHESIS TWO
Hypothesis Two:

Lower pupil-teacher ratios are

associated with small-size schools and are related to scores
on achievement tests.

Data from the State of Illinois School Report Cards
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were used to obtain information regarding school
characteristics .

The Report Cards contained information

regarding school enrollment size and pupil-teacher ratios .
The small-size schools involved in the study had lower
pupil-teacher ratios than did the mid-size or large-size
schools.

Correlational analysis revealed that pupil-teacher

ratios were not related to achievement test scores in smallsize or large-size schools.

Based on these results,

hypothesis two was rejected.

HYPOTHESIS THREE
Hypothesis Three:

Students from small-size schools

will outperform students from mid-size and large-size
schools on achievement tests.

Data obtained from School Report Cards were used to
examine the relationship between school enrollment size and
scores on achievement tests.

Scores from achievement tests

were based on the results of national standardized tests and
included mean scores of the lowest quarter percentile.
These scores were used on the assumption that schools with
the smallest percentage of students in the lowest quarter
percentile were actually performing at higher academic lvels.
The results revealed that small-size schools had the smallest
percentage of students in the lowest quarter percentile of
achievement test scores in all curricular areas except for
math .

Based on these results, hypothesis three was

accepted.
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HYPOTHESIS FOUR
Hypothesis Four:

Small-size schools operate at a more

economically efficient level than mid-size or large-size
schools .

Data from the State of Illinois Report Cards were used
to compare the average expenditures per student of smallsize , mid-size, and large-size schools.

The results

determined that the mid-size schools had the lowest average
expenditure per student.

Based on these results, hypothesis

four was rejected.

HYPOTHESIS FIVE
Hypothesis Five:

Small-size schools will facilitate

for the attainment of high academic achievement.

Data from the State of Illinois Report Cards were used
to examine the relationship between school enrollment size
and academic achievement.

Academic achievement was defined

as a composite of a student's progress in school as
determined by graduation rates, achievement test scores, and
core-curriculum enrollment rates.

The results of the test

indicated that small-size schools had graduation rates of
ov~r

92 percent, had a large percentage of students enrolled

in core-curricular classes, and scored the highest on
achievement tests.
was accepted.

Based on these results, hypothesis five
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter, a summary of the study is provided.
conclusions are examined. and recommendations for further
study and practice are made.

SUMMARY

This study was designed to examine the relationship
between school enrollment size and academic achievement in
14 high schools in the East-Central

re~ion

of

Illinois.

Data on the schools and the academic achievement of
their students were obtained from 1987 School Report Cards.
Report Cards are documents that were completed by schools
in the state of Illinois for purposes of revealing the
status of the
year.

achool~s

academic

pro~rams

for a specified

Three measures of academic achievement were used

for examination in this study.

These included: graduation

rates; achievement test scores; and core-curriculum
enrollment rates.

Low-income enrollment rates, pupil-

teacher ratios, attendance rates, course offerings, and
~er-pupil

expenditures were used to provide a descriptive

profile on the schools involved in the study.

Three

enrollment groupings for school size were established on
the basis of the number of students enrolled in that
school: small-size ( less than 300); mid-size (300-799);
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and large-size (over 800).

Frequency analysis was

performed to examine differences between school enrollment
size and school characteristics.

Correlations were made to

ascertain the relationship of school size with academic
achievement.

Frequencies were also obtained for school

enrollment size and academic achievement to compare the
achievement levels of schools from the three enrollment
groupings.
Overall, it was found that school characteristics
differ in small-size, mid-size, and

lar~e-size

schools.

It

was also determined that many of the characteristics that
are associated with small-size schools (high attendance
rates, low pupil-teacher ratios) are significantly related
to academic achievement.

The results of the study provide

support that small-size schools do provide a quality
education, and call into question the practice of school
district consolidation.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

The findings of this study allow the following conclusions
to be drawn:
1.

Students of small-size schools performed at higher
levels on achievement tests than did students from
mid-size or large- size schools.

2.

Characteristics such as pupil-teacher ratios,
attendance rates, course offerings, low-income
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enrollment rates, and per-pupil expenditures differed
in small- size, mid-size, and
3.

lar~e-size

schools.

Greater economic efficiency was not related to larger
school enrollment size as measured by per- pupil
expenditures.

4.

Characteristics such as pupil-teacher ratios, lowincome enrollment rates, per-pupil expenditures, and
attendance rates were significantly related (p < .05)
to measures of academic achievement in all enrollment
groups.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Ideas developed in this study provide support for
extending the examinations of the relationships between
school enrollment size and academic achievement to
include/and or be extended to:
1.

Investi~ations

of the relationships between school

enrollment size and graduation completion rates at the
collegiate level.
2.

Longitudinal studies examining the relationship
between school enrollment size and occupational
success.

3.

Inv esti~ations

of the relationship between school

enrollment size in the elementary grades and later
academic success at the high school level .
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4.

Investifo~ations

of the relationship between school

enrollment size and student involvement in extracurricular activities.
5.

Investigations of the academic achievement levels of
students after school district consolidation has taken
place.

6.

Investigations of the relationships between school
enrollment size and the percentages of students who
continue their education at an institute of higher
learning.

7.

Investigations of the relationships between extracurricular participation and academic achievement.

RKCOHMKNDATIONS FOR FURTHER PRACTICE

Supported by the concepts developed in this study, it
is suggested that:
1.

In consideration of education, the practice of school
district consolidation be thoroughly studied.

2.

Large-size schools attempt to employ many of the
traits of the small- size schools in order for them to
help meet the individual needs of the child such as
lowering the pupil-teacher ratios.

3.

Policy-makers consider the education of the c hild as
the single most important factor in school
organization.

4.

State legislators consider

providin~

increased funding

48.
to small-size high schools.
5.

Attempts be made to discover alternatives to school
district consolidation for small-size high schools.
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APPENDIX A
SCHOOL IDENTIFICATION AND ENROLLMENT
Small-Size Schools

Enro llment

Tower Hill........ .. . ..... . ... .. . .. . . ..

85

(

Kansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

93

Findlay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 105
Windsor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
Lovington . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 4
Oak land. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 2
Mowequa . . . . . . .. ... . .... . . . . . . ... ... ... . 178
Neoga. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 288
Mid-S ize Schools
Casey-Westfield . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 338
Cumber land. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350
Sh elbyville .. . ..... . . . . . .. .... . .. . . .. . .. 4 28
Large-S ize Schools

.·

Paris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 834
Charleston . . ... . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . 842
Mattoon . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1230

so.
APPENDIX B
VARIABLE IDENTIFICATION
ID ................. . .. .. IDENTIFICATION
EN ... ....... : . ... .... ... ENROLLMENT
AR .. ................ .... ATTENDANCE RATES
GR ... . .. ................ GRADUATION RATES
RF . . .. . . . ...... . .. .. .. . TOP

26~

READING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

RL .. ................... . 4th 25% READING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
VF ...................... TOP 25% VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT
VL ........ .. ..... ...... . 4th 25% VOCABULARY ACHIEVEMENT
MF ........ : . ............ TOP 25% MATH ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
ML ... .. ................. 4th· 25% MATH ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
HF ... . ................ .. TOP 25% SOCIAL STUDIES

ACH~

TESTS

HL ...................... 4th 25% SOCIAL STUDIES ACH. TESTS
SF .. ............. ~ . ..... TOP 25% SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
SL .... .. . ... . . .......... 4th 25% SCIENCE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
HE ..... .. .. .. .. ..... : .. . MATH ENROLLMENT RATES

.

SE ...................... SCIENCE ENROLLMENT RATES
EE ............. . ..... .. '·ENG LI SH ENROLLMENT RATES
HE . .. ... . .............. . SOCIAL STUDIES ENROLLMENT RATES
LI ...... .... . ··: ........ LOW-INCOME ENROLLMENT RATES
AE ... . .... .. . .... ....... PER-PUPIL EXPENDITURE
PT ............... ... . .. . PUPIL- TEACHER RATIO
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APPENDIX C

COURSE OFFERINGS
SMALL-SIZE SCHOOLS
Tower Hill Course Offerings
English
Basic English I
College Prep I
Basic English II
College Prep II
Composition
Literature
Term Paper

'General Math
Algebra I
Algebra IJ
Geometry
Pre-Calculus

Social Studies

Science

American History
World History
Geography
Psychology
Sociology
Social Problems

Physical Science
Biology
General Science
Physics
Chemistry
Lab. Science

Kansas Course Offerings
English
English
English
English
English

General Math
Geometry
Algebra

I
II

III
IV

Tri~onometry

Consumer Math
Analytic Geometry
Social Studies

Science

American History
World History
Sociology
Government

Biology I
Biology II
General Science
Chemistry
Physics

Findlay Course Offerings
English
English I
English II

General Math
Algebra I

52.
English III
English IV

Algebra II
Geometry
Adv. Geometry

Social Studies

Scien~e

American History
World History
Psychology
Sociology

General Science
Physical Science
Biology
Chemistry
Physics

Windsor Course Offerings
English
English
English
English
English
Speech

I

General Math
Algebra I
Algebra II
Math IV
Geometry
Calculus

II
III

IV

Social Studies

science

American History
World History
Civics
Sociology
Economics
Geography

Physical Science
Biology I
Biology II
Biology I I I
Physics
Chemistry

Lovington Course Offerings
English
English
English
English
English

General Math
Basic Algebra
Algebra I
Algebra II
Geometry
Math IV

I

II
III

IV

Social Studies

Science

American History
World History
Consumer Education
Government

Biology I
Biology II
Physics

Oakland Course Offferjngs
English

53.
English
English
English
English
Speech

I
II
III

Algebra I
Algebra I I
General Math
Consu.mer Math
Geometry
Math IV

IV

Social Studies

Science

American Problems
Economics
Civics
American History
World History
Geography
Constitution

General Science
Biology
Chemistry

Mowegua Course Offerings
English
English
English
English
College

I
II
III

Practical Math

Prep.

Geometry
Algebra I I
Trigonometry

Pre-Al~ebra
Al~ebra

Social Studies

Science

American History I
American History II
American Problems
World Civilization

Biology I
Biology II
Chemistry
Physics

Neoga Course Offerings
English
Usage and Composition
Intro to Literature
Developmental English
Public Speaking
Essay
Term Paper
Vocabulary Development
Media Study
Mythology
Bible Literature
Discussion and Debate
Shakespeare
Advanced Rhetoric

Basic Mat.h
Pre-Algebra
Algebra
Geometry
Advanced Algebra
Computer Progr.
College Prep.

54.
Social Studies

Science

World Affairs
Western Civilization
Sociology
Current Events
Illinois Hist ory
Government
Crime , Court s. and Punishment
American History I
American History II
Basic Histo ry
Investments and Mo ney Management
Consumer Education

Life Science
Physica l Sc ience
The Ce ll
Botany
Zoology
Env . Education
Huma n Physiology
Inorganic Chemistry
Physics
Advanced Bota.ny

55.
HID-SIZE SCHOOLS
Casey-Westfield Course Offerings
English
General English
Engligh I
English II
English III
English IV
College Prep.
Speech-Conununications

General Hath
Consumer Hath
Pre-Algebra
Al~ebra I
Algebra II
Geometry
Tri~onometry

Independent Study
Social Studies

Science

American History
World History
World Geography
Government
Sociology
Psychology

General Science
Earth Science
Biology
Botany
Zoology
Anatomy
Chemistry
Physics

Shelbyville High School
English
English I (A & B)
English II (A & B )
English III (A & B)
English IV (Writing)
English IV (Speech)
Drama I
Drama II
Expository Writing
Speech

General Hath
Intro. to Algebra
Algebra I
Algebra II
Advanced Hath
Calculus
Computer Progr.

Social Studies

Science

U.S. History

Botany
Zoology
Intro. to Chemistry
Intro. to PhyBics
Chemistry
Physics
Advanced Biology
Advanced Chemistry

Economics
Government
Humanities
Sociology
World History

56.

LARGE-SIZE SCHOOLS
Charleston Course Offerings
English
Communication Skills I & II
Practical Communication Skills I & II
Accelerated Communication Skills II
Literature and Composition I,II,III,IV
Practical Lit. and Comp. I,II,III,IV
Accelerated Lit. and Comp. I,II,IV
Journalism
Forensics
Writing and Research
Comparitive Fiction
Rhetoric
Creative Writing
Drama
English Literature

Practical Math
Pre-Algebra
Algebra 1
Acc. Geometry
Geometry
Ace. Algebra II
Int. Algebra II
Algebra II
Trigono metry
Calculus
Computer Ma th
Vocational Hath

Social Studies

Science

Physical Geography
Current World Issues
Civics
Prac tical Civics
Constitution Test
Modern European History
Practical European History
Ameri can History I & II
Practical American History
Accelerated American History
Oral History
Insights in Democracy
Sociology I & II
Personal Insi.s:hts
Individual Rese arc h
Consumer Education
.Junior and Senior World Issues

Inv. in Science
Biology I & II
Chemical Science
Physica l Science
Environment Ecology
Astronomy
ChemiF.Stry I & II
Physics

Paris Course Offerings
English
English I
English II
English III
English IV
Newspaper Production
Yearbook Publication
Business Communications

General Hath
Pre-Al.s:ebra.
Algebra I
Al.s:ebra II
Geometry
Senior Hath I & II
Adv. Computer Hath
Calculus

Social Studies

Science
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American History
World History
European History
Economy
Sociology
Current Events
Government
Psychology

General Science
Life Science
Biology
Lab. Techniques
Chemistry I
Anatomy
Physics
Adv. Chemistry

Mattoon Course Of feringa
English

M.atb

English l,II,III,IV
Practical English I,II,IIl,IV
Accelerated English I,II,III,IV
Newspaper Publication
Yearbook Publication
Creative Writing
English Communications
American Literature
Term Paper
Literature of the Future
English Literature
Grammar

General Math
Fund. Alg. I & IJ
Algebra I & II
Adv. Algebra
Fund. Geometry
Geometry
Computer Technology
Ace. Geomet.ry
Business Math
Calculator Math
Trigonometry
Calculus
Math Analysis

Social

Science

Stud~

Social Science
Geography
Medieval History
Modern World History
Sociology
Psychology I & II
Government
American History I & II
Consumer Education
Economics

Inter. Science
Biology I & II
Chemistry I &. II
Zoology
Physics
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About thh laport

card

"

Thi• la a report card U11t glvu )OU lnforwtlon &bout your achool . It al1011a
you to ~Ml the achool to tlll other achoola In )Our dlat rlc t and t hose In
tha rut of the atate. The lnforNt Ion In It wu provided by y(l(Jr loca 1
achoo! dlatrlct.
Thi n1p1>rt card glvaa fact1 about 1tudent1, 1tudent perfol"MllC4, ln1tNctl0111l
fa.c:tor1, and fll'l&nC• for your 1chool and/or dhtrlct for thl 1987-88 achool
yetr. (Sim f l11111Cl1l lnfol"lllltlon and tlll nlJllblr of chronic tr111nta are f l"CD
1964-11. ) Much of thl lnfol"lllltton and tlll MMar In which It h n ported h
requtnd by law, Thh for. 11 being uaed for • 11 ac:hool1 to keep tlll
report• 11111fcn. Where lnforwt Ion h not lhOl<n, It do.a not •PP ly to ycur
1chool or 11 not 1valltbla.
•'

·. 1 1988

CHARLESTON HIGH SCHOOL
CHARLESTON C U SCHOOL DIST 1
CHARLESTON, IL

Thi f&et1 contained In thh third n1port can be compared to pn1vtoua )'Iara'
report• for th la achoo1 and can aarve 11 1 blN for f11ture c:.oaiparlaon, They
c&n alao bl uatd with other local lnfol"lllltlon to he lp 1dentlfy ar..a of
atrqth and,,..., lllldlng l,.irov..nt.

~

~

H

><

fl-tary dhtrlch have gradaa pn1-klndargart111 through 8. High ec:hool
dlatrlcU have gr&du 9 throu9h 12. !kilt dhtrlcta have grade• pn1klndar91rtan throllgh 11.

0

Yo11r child' • achool l a In • unit dletrlct .
Th• 9rad1• In your child ' • echool

a~•

9 10 11 lZ.

About the sl4idlnt•
Scm dl&ractarhtl'8 1111d In thh n1port deacrlba dlffarencu AD>ng tlll
at.lldenta 11 tN tchclol. Thia lnforwtlon "" be uatd to eu how thl 1tudenh
ta yoi.ir ec:hool differ fn.' otlllr 1tudenta In thl dhtrtct or fl"ID thoN In tlll
1tata u • llhola. It can aleo be u11d to note how thl 1tudlnt popylatlon In
'/Ollf' echool or dhtrlct differ• frca thou of • l• tlar alze and type alullilln1.
Ti.at atucltnt dl&rac:tarlat lea have 111 lllP'Ct on thl othlr lnfol"llllt t~
pl"Mlftt.ld ti thfa npor\ card. lklderttandl~ ti• Clll help )OU det1r.IM how
etaldlnt perl~. lnatl'llCtlon, or fllllllCI lnfol"lllltlon ..y be afftGtad. It
c&n &l eo lwlp t0°lndlcat1 .tllt kinda of pJ'O!lrUll or aarvtcaa ..y be Maded In
'/Ollf' ICihool .
Thi a ldlool rtpOrt card Illa lnfo.... tlon allllltng tlll percent of 1tudtnt
enrollmnt b1 rac. or ttllllc b&ckgrOl.lld; tlw percent of atudlnta ca1lng fraa
tmea wt th le. faally lnccm; and tha perce:1t of tl'oN with ll•ltld-Engl Ith
proflclt11ey.
'I

'

I

SCHOOL REPORT CARD•

I
.

Ln
CX>

:-ii::·

~

"
Student

Char1ot9'1~tl~1 {~tlnued)
(I

Sbldlnt At tand&nca late

Studant lkibll lty

khool

es.ox

School

Dlatrlct
Stitt

95. U

Dhtrtct
Stitt

93.41

For._ t1P1
khool
Dtatrtct

9.4X

1s.n:
20.5X

90.G
92.G

Student mbtllty lndlcat11 tht portlcn of atud«lta entering or 111vlng U.
achool during tht achool )'H r. It h l•rt•nt to know thlt t11fol'fttl011
becau11 aOOM atudtnta who wtl"I gl'lln acht•v - t t1tt1 NY hive bMn lflrolltd
tn the achool only a very ahort ti• and thttr •chll'I~ tcol"lt, which
contribute to tht overall level for tht aehool, Ny hive bttn affcttd by ti.Ir
1110Vtng frcn. achool to achool .

17
25,019

I of 11.S. Senior Clue lltlo are:
&.nara1 fduc1t Ion

Yoc1tlon1 l ~ducat Ion
7.U

ss.u

Sdlool

I

The atudent 1ttendlnc1 rah II a ho provided. A ptrfct rat• .aild bt 100
percent, ineantng that all atuclenh attended achool 1wiry day. n. atttndtnct
tchool regularl1 1 ti.tr
rate h
l~rtant becau11 If atudanh attend
aehlev-nt acor11 hnd to be htgt.r.
The chronic tniant lnforntlon, appearing In thlt rtpOrt for ti. flrat ti•,
gtvu tht nlllt>er of atud«lh who wtl'tl ab11nt frm achool without valid ltllff
for lOS or more of tht lot 180 achool att1ndanc1 daya.

llillDer of Chronto Tl'll&llh (lsaa-&1)

Dlatrtct
Sutt

Studl11 hm ahown tlwt groupt of atudanta frm low-tnccne bagrollldl 911 •
lesa well on tehlt'l-nt tuh than other atudlnta. ll•ltacHngltth p!"Oftctri
tnro11Nnt tndtcatu tht percent of ttudanh who htwi bMn tttttd and~
found to bt eltgtbl• for btltngual td.lcttton.

I

I

Dtatrtct
57.ZS
SS.U
1.U
Stat•
6l.7J
IUX
22.4X
*The at.wllrd by Witch aantora are Judged to be prepared for college dtffara
fram high achool to high a.:hoo 1 al"OllM the atat•.

For high aehoola, the dhtrlb\ltlcn of tenlora In college preperetory, 19M"tl
education, and vocational education progr- la provided.
Student Char1cterhttca
Enrollment (Rectal/Ethnic 8adtgT'OWICI and Total)

About U. Aoadmlo Perfol"MllCI of student•
School

97.SX

To lllldu'tttnd •tlldtnt p1rforwnc;1, 1 peraan hat to look et Mr.)' factor•
1.-Sl"tlnt hew .. 11 1tlldtntt, u 1 group, are doing In achool. lnfol"lllt ton on
acm of thlu la provided In Ulh ..d1an. It ahollld always be kept In •Ind
thd atudtnt 'haracttrl1tlc1 and the - t of 11oney tht achool dl1trld hu to
llOrt with"" tho play• part In tht ac1dlalc p1rforM11C1 of atudtntt.

Dlat.
ttall

Tt. 111111-pnmitton rate t•lh wt portion of tle*'lt&ry atudanta did not
advance to tht DtXt grade or 11v1l.

school

-

Oht.
State

~ 15.51

lht 9rtdllltlon r1t1 camp1ru tt. rubtr of atudtnh who tnrolltd In the 9th
grade In h 11 1984 with tht !Uber from that group lltlo act1111ly graduated In
lsa&. AdJuatantt hive bttn •dt to the gr&eilattan r•t• for atudtnta who
tr&naftrred In and out of tht 8':hoo 1.

Hhpantc
0.5X

Allan
1.U

,.--------------- -- - ~----- -

97.SX
SUS

o.~

l.3X
U.~

0.5X

o.n

z.q

Total
aUltltt'

llat Ive
Mitrtcan
O.OS
--

-

-

o.os
O.lS

135
-

~

~

. .

...

3,133
l.ZOUlZ •

]

low-Income [nro11Nnt

+.

II

Olaclt
0.6X

I/hit•

10.n

I

ZUS
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School
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In April, 1988, tt.. first elate HHH!ll!nt In reading we1 flvtn for gr1d111 3,
and a. Thh tHt inea1111't1 • tudent ability to canetruet -nlrig, th&t h,
read, undentand, lnt•!'llrtt, evaluate and UH written Nhrlal. In th&t """·
ft can be CC1111>tred to reading ~rehentlon . Score• are glv111 for your edlool ,
dlttrtct, ind etah. The ut luted nat Iona 1 ecore h dth191Md by 1
cmipartaon of 1core1 for etudenh whD tock both th& 11 llnoh teat and the
n1tlonally normed achtev1111ent tut. The avtr1g1 score on thh tftt h tSO .
About hi lf of the 1clm11 wt 11 hlvt ecoru between US end !85.
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Perc111t T•ted 111
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a
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Other Achl•v-nt Tut lnfOTUtton
ror gradee 3,&, a, ind 10 or II, tt. chlrt on pages a and 7 1howl the pattl'l"ft of
the 1chtevement ecoret of 1tudent1 tn yolll' actml In ~rhon w1th te0re1 of
1tudenh nat 10111 lly . . The nol'lll yur II tt. yur In which 1 t11t •• 9ln11 to 1
reprauntatlve grcup of 1tudenh In tht nltloPI, llndtr unlf- condltloPll, for
the purpoH of developing ltlnderd 1c1lu for coiiiarlng perfol'NllC" of
1tudenh . . The mre recent the
)'Mr, the better the ~rltan .
lnforNtlon h glnn• for tht llllnoh teat i nd the locally tlW'111 111tlonal11
nornd 1chlev-nt tt1tl. On the average, )'CIU can IJll*t that about !SI of thl
1tudenh will have ecoru which fall In Mctl of the four ~rtera. If thl
percent h • lgnlftcantly 1bovt or below 25 In any of the quertera, )'CIU wtll
know thlt tt. perfonnance of 1tudenh In )'Oll1' echool dlffera to ION ~
from tho11 tak Ing the • - tut ecrou the nation. A pe~t hlgt-er tl'tl11 rs 111
1 quarter 111t1n1 that mre 1tudenh 111 thh grtde hlV'I ecore1 In the 11Wrter
thin othera 111tlo111lly. You 1111tt 1110 r~r In locking at thll lnfol'llttlon
thllt 1tand1rd achl1v1111111t tttta do not Nuure everything etudlnh have 1111"Nd
or hevt been hugtrt. Finally, 1C1111 tclmh Ny not tlvt Ntlonally nol"IWd
1chlevll!lent tt1h at gr1du 3, I, a and 10 or II, 10 their tnforNttcri cannot
be reported.
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hrlor111nc1 Character ht te a (cont lnued)
Tt. ~rtcan College Tut (ACT) h taken by tcrre high tcrool
...aurta vtrloua erus of atudlet . Tht teat trlH to NUUrl how
wll 1 do In co1lega, but la not ineant to be an overall NUUrt of
htve learned In t chool. The acoru given are average t corea In
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Whl 1t tht ACT ta tht tut n>st often taken by Illlnoh ttudenh who Intend to
go to college, not t ll college-bound 1tudenh tak• thl t test, and not all
ttudenh who hlt.1 the tut go to college. To better underttand thh
lnfol'llltlcn, C~rt the ICOrtS, nll!lber, tnd percent Of atudentt (rM )'OUr
tchool't 19a8 clut who toolt. the ACT wtth the tcoret, l'IUl\ber, and percent of
tho11 atudenta llho lndlc•led plant to lttend a four-yur college, Tt. ACT
1coru run fl"OI 1 (lowest ) to 36 (hl9he1t). You can c~ar1 how 1tudenh In
thlt 1chool perfonred on th• ACT wtth 1tudenh like ti• acrou tht nation by
noting the pt1Untll1 glvan for tht ICON . (-0. perc1ntl11 It not lhttd If
r-r then 40 ttudtnh In tht tchool took tht ACT),
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N:T Secret for tht High School Clot of 1988
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School

19.9

•

19.8

19. 4

18. 5

i

Dlttrlct
fstttt

tl.3
.,,

19.9
18.9

19 .6
1e.s

19. 4
11.1

18. 5
11.s

Teat Takert
Number · 1' Clue
l3Z

>.

...

21.3
21.s

13Z

84. 4
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n,m

li:

I

c

j

'•rc1ntl1H trt f!Vft t high of 99 d°"'" to 1 low of I. Tht percentile ttllt )'OU
..tltt percent of t chooh nationally 1cored below tht •core that It reported for
)"OUr t chool. ~rtd to tchooh nationally wttt- 40 or ll'Orw 1tudentt tttttd.
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Dhtrlct Expenditur e by fll'ld 1986-87
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Th i a report card h 1'9qulred by atatl law and h de1tgned to provide you with
l llforNllOll to help you to better und- r 1tand your 1ctr:>ol •nd 1ctr:>ol dllt r lct.
If )1111 have queat Iona regarding It or would lib to Ir.now more about your
1chool, plei11 ce l l the achoo! office.
Thia report waa dulgned and developed by the llllnoh State Board of Educll ;.
In C0!11lt•nce • Ith , ubltc Act U·U6 puatd by ti. 84l h llllnot e G1111r11
Anl!l!t>ly.
Excellent Schooh :

part of the report card provldH general lnfol'W l lon on how money h uMd
In your school dlttrlct 1 0 )'OU can carpart It to the rest of tha atala 1nd to
• -dhtr lcll of the ume type 111d aim\ 11r In 1\u to your dlltrlcl . / lt lncludu
average tucher and • Ollnlstr&tor u larl8', the 11rount aMu. lly 1pt11t on u ch
Jtudent for education, and aho lndlcat11 how 111Uch yO<Jr dhtrlct chargu to
educ• t• • 1tudent frcn another dl1trlct (per capi ta tuition). In ordlr to
fully underatand the average teachers· u hry for your dhtrlct, you ahould
relate It to the aver1ge year1 of teaching experience for tilt teachari.

n.

lnfonnatlon h given on how thla dlatrlct c~aru to dl1trlcta of the • t)llt (• hrMntary, high echool or unit dl atrlct a) Ind 1IZ1 (au ll • l~hry
dhtrlcll , h rge unit dl atrl cta, and 10 forth).
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p1rct11tlle ranlta er• given. A percent I ll rank of 45 11Un1 that 4Sl of tt.. •·type dhtrlch (1uch 11 1 elfW!Wlntary dl atr lcu ), or 1h1l lar alze dhtr lc ta (•uch
u, 1111111 1lanentary dl1trlc h ) 111ar1 below t hl • dlatrlct for tt. 9lvt11
character ht le.
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